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D E B B I E

To Chew
on Daisies

Y E E

i.
Thoughtless, our intrepid ancestors
taking flight from one landmass to another,
a bird passion and singularity, clinging
to formation and wind-spent.
Troubled, to make claim to liberty, yet
in proximity to the history of an oil-stained apron,
a father’s small wages, the mystery of a grandfather
recumbent in the worn recliner in the corner, the bud
of a cigar in his hand concealing one missing digit.
Tempered, the way we measure hearty offspring,
generational fertility, the contents of the tip jar
and abounding hope aloft in home, the junction
of a motherland, fortunate fathers, fortunate daughters.
ii.
There is a man who’s been asked to chew
slowly on a bouquet of daisies, taste white petals,
kinds both bitter and soft, and treat the mouthful
like a rich stew of vegetables and fats. He is convinced
he has macerated something beautiful.
Whether the man is my father and I a mere iteration
of him: let go of the notion, the need to surmise the distance
between two objects suspended.
Inquiry may serve no purpose
other than dousing the flame found
in native peppers, a shock to our saucy tongues,
the lingering warmth in the sides of our cheeks
that gives rise to tepid guesstimates of the worth
in time, travel and pursuit.
iii.
Recall, that I am my own father, my own mother
in this land. I am Brillo whisker
forgiven by a mash of gerbera daisies.
Consider, migration is also the act of scouring the surfaces
for ordinary pennies and accumulating them, growth
punctuated in decades, not years.
Wait, for our birds will glide in from disparate points
skyward, come to nest over a menu of floral grub.
Mind me at rest, when I am neither earning your keep nor mine.
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E L O Y
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M O R A L E S

Los Posibles Efectos de Llorar en los Hombres

oil on panel

160x240cm
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T E R R I

Second Nature
8

T H O M A S

oil, consumer glass and Swarovski crystals on paper (sculpture in addition, Swarovski crystals over plastered forms)
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paper, 80”x60”

EMMA TRELLES

Courage and the Clock

Let the gods of glass and self pondering
Know I hold tiny faith in their perfumes.
One minute, lavender dusts the lips. Next,
A dirty rope at the throat. There’s no telling.

Beneath each breast waits a hive, a garden
Green with jaws. Where we live, death is a favorite guest.
See bees flock the felt corpse of a dove, how a child
Desires his wings? No time for mourners. Except
For me, I can’t stop filming my own funeral.

Bury me on top of you, a pretty bed
Dressed in mauve thorns and femurs seamed together.
Your neck the most succulent of lures. I’ll forget
My fears and eat the long grasses of your hair.
I’m brave enough.
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P R I S

C A M P B E L L

The Haunting of William Lazos
Van Gogh creeps by William’s
sleeping body, strolls past
paint cans, air brushes, spattered
work shirts to his smaller canvases.
He paints a sprawling sunflower
on William’s self portrait.
A third eye blossoming;
Van Gogh’s mark of approval.
William looks like the Giant
in the beanstalk story.
Broad shoulders, bold brown eyes that usually
intimidate climbers back down the vine.
Van Gogh already knows he’ll scale buildings
to paint raging bulls and matadors.
Sometimes he fears William will leap
off the canvas and chase him back to where
dead artists wait, hungry for late night stories
of collaborations with this slumbering giant.
William wakes, sighs, scrapes off the yellow,
repaints his brow in varying shades of ochre.
He doesn’t mind Van Gogh so much;
he’s just glad Pollock or Picasso
no longer visit, covering his image completely
with paint splashes or sad shrunken blues.
Freda, either, with her crazy monkey,
tiny paws dragging it about like a toy.
Before his final exhibit, he locks
his portrait behind prisms and charms
sleeps fitfully, assured by a mystic
neighbor that no ghosts dare tamper.
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W I L L I A M

Self-Portrait

acrylic on canvas 22”x30”

L A Z O S
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NADINE ROBBINS
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The Boy with the Dragon Sweatshirt oil on linen

36”x36”

P F

P O T V I N

The Rigger
For years I’ve moored these lines for you, son. Hammered them
steep into the flesh of my hands. Bored them twisting through the bones.
And as the seasons weather by, I’ve labored in the shadows and helped
you rise, limb by limb, until here you stand upon my hand, taller than I can
bear. You turn now and splay your arms like a cross, tapping your toe to
test the give. You flex at the knees, lowering your center, inching out.
After a few seconds to square your weight and keep from spinning, you
glide further along, neither of us sure enough to say farewell or question
the other end of all this holding.
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R O N

A N D R O L A

Self Portrait As Katsu
In the world before worms & stars.
In the world before compassion & viruses.
In the world before repercussions & dust.
In the world before sledgehammers & my soul.
Lambs, embedded carbon replicas,
Burn aluminum from radio & satellite.
Lambs leak like ghosts in microbial rock
Face. Lambs are lanterns & cantaloupes.

Injections. Laughing above Earth’s
Yolk & shell, I ride a bucking
Satellite of human wreckage,

*

Pierce foil with my microscopic heels.
Count breath, a lifetime of words
Erupting from a dust skull.

Shouting on Mars my gray volt
Sleep dome cracks. Sands of iron
Wind collect into a segmented
Orange eclipse. My intensifying
Fury reverses mirrors on Earth.
Crushing a radio satellite for aluminum,
Fossilized bacteria radiate inside
My roaring mission: to twist yr head
With echoes of a sledgehammer scream.
*

*
Deal me clubs. Opera, lambs
Without echo. Aces
Ice my hand plunging
Into brain meat for
Dopamine & aluminum.
Morning bells of a
Church blocks away
Lick thru curtained windows.
The game is uniquely personal
Under an electron microscope.
I will be diamonds in a golden lens.

Funny the electrons squeeze wings,
Lambs, roots in the rock. Extract entire
Segments of life, introduce methane &

*

Iron ore. Volts of radio bearings oiled
By gray wool & grains of viruses,
Rice-like, electrify orange dopamine

I am trying to rip my nose
From my face, thumbs deep
Into lamb-like nostrils,
Pulling for the love of Buddha.
Enlightenment is reversible
Horror. Calcified, in rock,
Pierce the remains of biology.
Extract nitrogen from aluminum.
My nose is not necessary, nor
Snow, television, empathy. When
I’m blood I’m language; reversible,
Furious silence.
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P E T E R

Katsu

C I C C A R I E L L O
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C O L E E N

S H I N

Petal People
We’ll eat white orchids, live forever on flowers
honeysuckle and hyssop,
steal the breath of blossoms the color of crayons.
It is how I make peace with myself
how I will live within the hours
and survive the extinction of innocence.
My beautiful child, I mail him letters
written on the sheer petals of pansies
in purple squid ink.
He will laugh and show his pretty girlfriend.
As they spill from the envelope,
she will gather them, save them
place them under her microscope
to no avail, they fade, it is a hard lesson.
Every glass heart smashed at weddings
under bridesmaid’s feet
belongs to a girl in curls and heat and hope.
Broken, the reflection is true, their smiles
tipsy, slightly crooked, knowing the best man
is not and groomsmen glean
and sprint to the open bar to get a strong drink
to loosen the laces on their corsets.
Hello toes, bare feet,
I’ve hope for you, we will run to the corner
the sidewalk so hot, ballet is necessary
long leaps to the shade under the grocer’s awning.
Near the pears, the apples and persimmons
we’ll wait for divine intervention,
for singed light and thunder.
We will long for rain and rain will come
we’ll splash home through it.
Ah, to exist on flowers, Monday the blue ones
and Tuesday the yellows, Wednesday’s red roses
distilled into sweet pink liquor and within the purity
of that inebriation, to forgive every bruise
and soul-less encounter, every apathetic gaze.
I will nibble and graze on fuchsia and freesia.
March winds will tilt all of this sideways.
Summer will burnish our arms amber.
We will spin with the leaves in ecstatic spirals.
Come winter, all may pale, become brittle.
It is the way of all things grown cold and still.
No corruption will befall us,
our beings full of the affluence of Spring
full of lilac and mallow, dandelion
and dianthus, a feast of flowers.
16
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ANGELIQUE MOSELLE PRICE

Immaculate Introspection

mixed media on birch wood

30”x44”
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P E T E R

R A M O S

Blood
Forgetting Mary, the blue delphiniums
and statues with painted flesh
I whispered to black screen, beyond which the black cloth
in shadows murmured all right,
is that all and did I forget
the prayer? All those wooden decades
I fingered, thinking what else
did I forget to tell the black screen:
bodies in Spring, twitching volts, what I held
in my heart or hand? Blackest screen
funereal and stern
into whose shadow my light
quivering just gathering itself
popped and fizzled. Did I remember
to choke down the black screen
or, kneeling, forget myself ?
*

*

*

Sangre de santos, del Padre,
Hijo, Espíritu Santo. Metallic taste
in my mouth for years—father-blood
of the cup, the cross and the busted lip,
of all my raw-knuckled progenitors.
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F E R N A N D O

Mitochondria

oil on MDF 65x91cm

R O S A S
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R U S T Y

B A R N E S

The Dirty Inequity of a Relationship
5:50 AM up a dirt road winding like a Slinky
and down at the end into a hollow cup
with a cabin parting the fog and a slim
glance of light reflected in the window.
Sadie says the key to her heart hides in
the water licking the shore sixty yards away
but I’m more concerned with the cabin key
hung behind the chair on the front porch.
I dump my bag by what looks like an ancient
and chipped chifforobe painted spotty black
with a peace sign emolliated on the door,
something you just have to laugh about:
god’s eyes hanging on the wall; a dreamcatcher
over the bed; crystals lumped underneath
the mattress; the over-modern bedside table
with a cell phone and a box of condoms rising
to my attention on top of a lavender tissue box.
Voices carry from the lake so I dress down
for the walk across pine needles and the occasional
root rising to meet my sandalled toe. Sadie sits nude
and hugging herself on a rock a few feet from the end
of the barrel-dock, water ruining itself down her muscled
back the way a stream runs toward civilization whether
it wants to or not. I’m floundering my way toward her
trying to metaphor my way into her charms as a rock
lodges itself between my toes. I’m not watching where
I’m going but instead where I’d like to go when the sun
shifts its way behind a cloud the way Sadie gets shy
as she gets dressed back in the world. I step onto
a rough-wooded dock and she disappears: parts
the surface: leaves a gleam: a wet spot: a trail of dampdark hair. I leave my sandals beside me and dive off
the dock leaving some of the meat from my toe
after as a way to say yes I’d shed blood for you.
All those cliches have the power to make you wish
I were beyond them. Truth to tell I am never beyond
them; they are my favorite words to describe you
and this cabin this time is the place I will make them
every one true as the dive you took centers my being
on the shadow of your body licking the surface. Like
oxygen to the spaeman (who knows the future?);
you think I’ll never again be able to live without you.
What’s worse?
I might.

A L E X A N D R A

Reclining Light

24”x36”

T Y N G
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J U D I T H
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P E C K

Exploring the Veil

oil on board 20”x16”

G R A D Y

H A R P

Self Portrait
Salome danced before Herod teasing his libido for a more grotesque prize.
Veils
we use them to shade the dark
onyx of passion into semitransparent
light for what we wish to be seen.
Lives
in varied forms are veils
lifted when elected to allow entry
glimpses of transient
poses
surprise impress inform seduce or
draw this face, paint this eye,
this body shaped from clay generation.
Critic.
critique, review, essay
access, elucidate, opine
…dismiss, adjure,
aperçu
my veil over words or
thoughts or images
not mine
My veil is Salome or some other fictive being fearing a transient breeze.
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S AWA K O

N A K AYA S U

Self Portrait as an Ant
in the Mouth of Madonna
Behind Locked Doors
is there, is there, is there but can’t prove it to anyone, is small, is
glistening and black, is determined, is hanging on, is at a loss for a
good perch, is wet, is blown by the wind when she takes a breath, is
happy, is uncertainly happy, is ardent, is devoted, warm and plenty, full
of courage, is going to write a Moby Dick-length book about this upon
returning, is unsure, is still looking to perch, is unable to see its own feet,
is developing a relationship, its first adult relationship, is in a wet place
or a hard place, is not strong enough to hang on, not even to the backs
of her teeth, is hardly noticed, is tentative, is shy, is timid, is sweet, oh if
only it could prove it, is waiting for its chance, is waiting for a big break,
is going to show those folks back home, is feeling the slightest bit
homesick, is determined to make it, is determined to go down in
history, is determined to beat the odds, is casually hoping to make it
into the Guinness Book of World Records for the Longest Time Spent in
Madonna’s Mouth, is an optimist at heart, is fearful in the moment when
her breathing gets rough, is shaking, is shaking, is shaken, is having a
once-in-a-lifetime experience, is, after all, an ant with a fairly short
lifespan, is gay, is not gay, is female, is black, is uncertain, is nothing
compared to the giant scale of all the people who surround her, is
everything relative to the other organisms inside her mouth, is bighearted, is open-minded, is sweet, really, all it ever wants is for her to,
for her to, oh, and then she comes, and the ant is, and isn’t, and is.
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A L I S O N

Untitled

oil

16”x20”

C H E R R Y
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MILLICENT BORGES ACCARDI

But in the End, One Tires of
But in the end, one tires
Of the rapid-fire questions,
The sordid explanations,
The long and treacherous
Cliffs to climb, the days full
Of the corners of whys
And hows, not to mention
The muddy reasons you want
To bury in the yard like a long
Lost turtle or a message, written
In code then thrown into the ocean.
In the end one tires of making
Plans and apologizing, of always
Always being the good one,
Or the person who does the right
Thing. Despite misgivings.
It’s not the truth one is after but
What is life like away from resolution
Apart from the land of negotiation
Or compromise. My and your thoughts
Dispelled into a process without end.
In short there is only so much
You can take and do, especially
When there is no one else pulling
On the other side of the rope to keep
You standing up in the game.
On the other side, it is impossible
To heal and work through fault
Lines of belief. And, heck, even
To argue when you are the only
One doing it, the energy to hang
On when someone else is tearing
Away at the internal construction
Of your very soul, rephrasing history,
Even small things you said
Are twisted like wild vines in an alley,
Flowers left untended, morning glories
Turned to weed, becoming ugly purple
Bruises entangled with each other,
Trapped with no room to blossom.
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PA U L I N E

But in the End One Tires of

A U B E Y

pastel chalks on smooth yellow-colored board

12”x15.5”
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V I C T O R I A
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S E L B A C H

Nude 9

acrylic on canvas

30”x48”

K E N

TAY L O R

self-portrait as failing light
there was a time when the patterns that wheeled
across your quiet did not fatten the refurbished
drama, in advance of drapery chosen and the alcove
shaped to make certain dust fractured any hope
of dancing. and there is nothing you can offer now,
not the woodcut prints of your heroes, nor the luster
of cantilevered promises to build what will only
resemble a future of searing. it was love once,
played out with an elegant dexterity and promise
of lithe imagining without the end work-shopped
to what a further committee wished for. but both
witness to the continuous empty nets and absurd
glistening manufactured to compensate for lack,
we argued about your remembrance of a motion
and the sugared cuckold bleeding out on the drive
for anyone to see. but i’m not listening now. i am
thinking of the offstage geometry of skin and traffic
of roman roundabouts and a russet field that passed
for wheat acquiescing to the pressure of furtive
quilts before too much sun flattened dreaming.
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D AV I D
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O H L E R K I N G

The Golden Gate Bridge

oil on masonite

24”x20”

R O B E R T

M A S T E R S O N

Painting the Golden Gate Bridge
I think of him every day,
my father,
and always on my drive to work,
and I think of his,
my father’s,
work painting the Golden Gate Bridge.
It was the only job he,
my father,
ever had;
27 years in the rigging with brush and buckets of
Golden Gate paint
(orange vermilion called “International Orange”),
enough Golden Gate paint
to float an aircraft carrier or
an armada of small sailboats
each with a happy family aboard,
enough Golden Gate paint
to raise a family and buy a house,
to send two kids to college
and another to art school,
enough Golden Gate paint
to start three families
who bought three houses
to fill with grandchildren
and a divorce or two
and dogs barking in the yards
and barbeque grills for Saturday cookouts
with the whole family.
He,
my father,
painted every day, all day,
the endless job of painting the Golden Gate Bridge;
from north to south on the bay side
and then from south to north on the ocean side
and always to begin again,
north to south,
every day in all weather and never finished,
a möbius strip of painting
that kept him,
my father,
smelling of acetone and benzene and Golden Gate paint
until the day the knot slipped,
until the day the link snapped,
and he,
my father,
toppled backward into the sea
accompanied by a smooth, gliding arc of Golden Gate paint,
And so, yes, today, like every other day,
I tie the knot and snap the link,
take my bucket of Golden Gate paint and my brush
and lower myself down to
pick up the job where he,
my father,
left it.
poetsandartists.com
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A B B A S

S A F FA R I

A Masterpiece of Creation In 3 Acts
Translated from Farsi by Elham Rassi

Act 1
Frida Kahlo
The human body
Is still without doubt
A masterpiece of creation
Even if at heart
It is forever a cunning soul.
The only ones to know this
Are Frida Kahlo and I
Whose sacrilegious ingratitude
Never ruffled my feathers
And I don’t blame her
For fatally mutilating
Her own beautiful body
And unibrow
In all her paintings.

Act 2
Max Beckmann
The human face
Is still without doubt
A masterpiece of creation.
The only ones to know this
Are Max Beckmann and I
Who attempts awkwardly
To hide his beauty
And he always appears before us
With the acrid cigarette
Dangling from the corner of his mouth
Which only magnifies his enchanting soul
And at times
When the veil of smoke is lifted
The hard shell of his gaze
Emerges in the darkroom of our minds
With a face that looks frightfully
Like those of our departed.
Act 3
Lucian Freud
The human flesh
Is still without doubt
A masterpiece of creation.
But only you and I know this
Not Lucian Freud
Who thinks the Lord
Owes him a special favor
And who views
Your beautiful flesh
As the tormented flesh of Job
In the ultimate battle
Between God and Lucifer.
I can swear by your beauty
Though I never saw him painting
There is no doubt he dips his brush
In the lifeless filth of stagnant water.
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Self-Portrait as a Masterpiece of Creation

S C O T T

oil on aluminum panel

30”x24”

H E S S

Courtesy Koplin Del Rio Gallery
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S T E P H E N
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C E FA L O

Red Scarf

D A N I E L A

P E T R O VA

THE GIRL WITH THE RED SCARF
You come to me in my dreams,
watch me brush my teeth from the mirror,
smile back from window shops on Madison.
You shadow me through Central Park,
sit on the bench across,
throw pebbles in the pond.
On the Promenade you stop before each statue
and salute—
hand raised in front of your forehead,
thumb folded, elbow at 90 degrees.
“Vinagy gotov! Always ready!”
Your white shirt is tinged yellow
your navy-blue skirt—creased,
but your Young Pioneers scarf is still the naked red of blood—
the blood of those who fought for Freedom.
I’ve long stopped believing in that freedom
but no matter where I go and what I do
I will never be rid of you.
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H U D D L E S T O N

Self as Constelation

L I N D S AY

O N C K E N

Self-Portrait as Night
I peel back the heat,
lay a slate sheet of clouds
pregnant and still. Water kneads
like dough in my palms, a firm resistance.
A chimney tosses smoke
into my opened mouth and my skin
hums a locust swell, lightning bugs bobbing
up and up.
I turn over -the air shifts and tall grass bends back,
my tongue a silent sickle. In the breeze
a farmer’s shirt flaps against
its clothesline, the sleeve lifting like
a night heron’s wingtip
inviting me in.
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B R YA N

Self Portrait as Saint
Dennis
oil on panel
15.5”x7”
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W I L L E T T E

H O WA R D

SelfPortrait
as
Saint
Dennis

C A M N E R

He just wanted to say his piece
To do what those crazy cats do at Speakers’ Corner
in Hyde Park
with bad booze slipping from their grip
and their rhetorical chants of “String up the Queen!”
But Saint Dennis did it dirty (or so some say)
way back when now was then
the third century hard-boiled bishop
with Rusticus on his right, the deacon on his left
spread the word like jelly on bread
and then – he lost his head
on the highest hill in the City of Light
halfway up Martyr’s Mountain (the Hill of Mercury and Mars)
some pissed off priest drew his sword
and took off his top
But first he was frantically flogged, ripped on the rack,
burned at the stake, and tossed to savage beasts
for a midday munch
and then WHAM!
Off with his head!
Now here’s the kicker: his decapitated body stands up,
brushes itself off, picks up its head, and carries it face forward
for 6 miles up that high hill with the head still talking!
Still talking!!!
Preaching this and that, yack yack yack
and now a semi-scientific fact:
When someone buys it suddenly, the brain still functions
on some low level for 10 full minutes
(or so some say)
So if Saint Dennis walked 3 mph for 6 miles,
after 10 minutes his brain stopped working
and he was still jabbering away.
He talked for one hour and 50 minutes
with no brain and no point
inspiring all kinds of people, politicians,
and in some weird way the 1962 cult classic B monster movie
“The Brain That Wouldn’t Die” starring Jason Evers as the
crazy doctor and Virginia Leith as “Jan in the Pan”
the head that wouldn’t shut the hell up:
nag nag nag yack yack yack bitch bitch bitch
Fed up with his own chatter, Saint Dennis takes his head
and heads down to the bowling alley at 11 Rue Gaston de
Caillavet (where that angry old man who hates kids and
foreigners works) and tries to win that ring for a perfect
300 score, so he can hold up his head with pride
When you bowl for converts you want to roll shots
with what bowlers call “a high rev rate and a real strong snap”
Saint Dennis wants to bowl before the matron Catulla
buries him for good and wheat sprigs sprout up from his grave
like lightning
He wants to bowl
before the battle begins over who owns his head; his namesake
Abbey or undefeated Notre-Dame
But he can’t get as high as that hill
He’s stuck on low
His thumb release is too slow
His nose makes his head hook to the right
So he cuts off his nose despite his face
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H O WA R D

C A M N E R

and that’s Saint Dennis
master of swing-step synchronization
Saint Dennis
constantly confused with Dionysius
Saint Dennis
the war-cry of French armies
Saint Dennis
invoked against demons and headaches
If you ask politely
his head will tell you that relaxation is the key to good bowling
But it’s hard to relax when you’ve just been decapitated
(rim shot)
The execution of a proper arm swing in bowling is
particularly difficult when you’ve just been executed yourself
(rim shot)
The good bowler must be intelligent, confident, and focused
In short, he should have a good head on his shoulders
(rim shot)
Reading lanes is the toughest challenge a bowler faces
as oil patterns affect how a head (or a ball) will move toward the pins
But here is where Saint Dennis has the advantage
over the hardware store team, anyway
Here is where he really shines
with his eyes in his head and his head on the floor
he can see it all
except the Saint Dennis Memorial Carnival in full swing
and only five blocks away from Rue Gaston de Caillavet
At the carnival
you can test your skill at the many games that honor
Saint Dennis and his disembodied talking head. You can play:
Ring-Around-The-Head, Head Toss, Pin the Head on Saint
Dennis, Dig-That-Head (for the archaeology buff), Whack-AHead, and the popular “Dunk the Head in the Think Tank”
where a replica of the saint’s head rests on a plank
just over a tank of water (rumored to be holy water, but
really from the Seine)
The head teases and taunts contestants who hurl a baseball
at a target on a lever to drop the head in the tank
so it will shut up
once and for all
Back at the bowling alley
the head of Saint Dennis is staring down his lane at a bad
situation; one rotten scene
The bowler’s nightmare is, of course, the Impossible Split
As bowlers say, when it comes to the Impossible Split
and life itself, “Never try to be a hero. Just get what you can”
and that’s Saint Dennis
he did what those crazy cats do
on their soap boxes and rum crates
with their hearts on their sleeves
and their heads in their hands
He just wanted to say his piece
that’s all
40
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D A N I E L

M A I D M A N

Self Portrait as Hockney with Piera as Peter in David Hockney’s “Model with Unfinished Self Portrait,” 1977 oil on canvas 48”x36”
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5 Elements - after Hockney
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5 ELEMENTS
Among the dim storm reverberations,
feel the spite optical aids key?
Forest shadows reveal an epiphany
forming inside the eyes focus.
His eyes and the barren valleys below
where tears weep have a vivid remorse
for a virtual image running downhill:
color density, chilled sensation,
into the place after waterfall
when bent light deflects to shine on,
where what happens sweeps by.
This young man is not like a blank sheet.
To freshen earth with an art seen
clean as winter, like a maid,
man’s heart stays unknown until man
must move. A single stroke with eyes open,
brain structures to quicken total acceptance.
One can intuitively feel
this tincture beginning anew,
not see what desires
his torso envies. Is the first step
with certainty we will want to see,
a midnight feel on the remains?
This is it, when both paths sense
the carnal light bending.
Hands are shaken toward youth,
convergence becomes a curfew cry
to reach yesterday. The master
quite simply a new composition
and this queer vision,
stroke brushed of rehearsed freedom.
Elemental after Hockney,
with clear intention,
encapsulated provision
turns what’s inside out.
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S C H M I D T

Self-Portrait as Introversion
Spelunker among the flesh
I am drenched in bodily fluids waiting for the next form
like moon reflected in moving stream. Then
I am the deep stench of lumber in the carpenter’s hands.
And now he hunts for dinner with a 22
and night vision in the bronchial forest.
There is no stench deep in the breath of the robot hound
he suddenly becomes. Then the cracking branch
from the grey feathered bird who flies away
into the next form like it’s its job.
This bird will hit, then fall,
then go on to hit the next
until it is burned out. And taking over
the mafia does their hitting. From
Armani dressed forearm to forearm
the job becomes blows,
then bruises
like the spread of lightning becoming thunder
inside the camera
inside the photo booth
inside my face in which I now dive. My little eyes
like sacred beads searched out
by some spooky looking jungle tribe.
They dance around the oils inside my cocky nose.
They summon the futuristic warlock.
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Glad To Be Back From Paris

D Z I M I R S K Y

charcoal on canvas 39.3”x39.3”
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G O R D O N

Self-Portrait of a Lion as His Own Mistress
Peking, 1926
It was Baldcock bringing me the news
his shiny pate weaving in and out of rickshaws

only all the distractions did little for me
as soon as I made light of Baldcock’s fat face

even with my poor eyesight he was a pink thumb
above the surge of market scoundrels

even Fang Liu’s sturdy fisherman’s hands
could not contain me and I crumpled

the Sunday morning whores in gabardine
the slabs of whalers’ meat moulting

like a winded accordionist coughing
spluttering among the padded and bound

my leg was acting up again throbbing at the knee
so Fang Liu propped me under my good arm

Baldcock’s eyes: the streaks of opium red
did little to mask the inconceivable

as I hobbled into the streetdust
never was the dawn so visceral

as he and Fang reached down to grapple
me upwards wrench me from my earthly sockets

a sentience so full of onomatopœia
somehow Noel Coward was singing in my head

my face mirrored in Baldcock’s own
I had my Dorian Gray moment a dilapidation
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tryptiych: But my heart does not in any way agree with the perception of my eyes

M A R C

V I N C E N Z

of manliness apparent not in my gait nor lack of it
but in my purloined grimace my crimson lips
my complexion ivory white as a whale’s baleen
powdered and puffed and coiffed it was she pearl of pearls
as if pierced through my own ears
Baldcock roared my name in seven syllables
Fang Liu patted me down reassuringly
as if to revive but the sky contracted
and though I stood humped contorted
in my concerted infinitude she spun from my dry lips
Verisimilitude
Verity
Vanity
Vermillion Hills
oil on canvas

10”x10” each
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V I T O R I A

Self Portrait as an Insomniac
inside the right vacuum or an enclosed crooked vessel
I am barely awake or asleep
with lighting that is very poor or just perfect
a place of drenched color that resembles a sink
turns into something that resembles my palm
a palate or a limb

somewhere I can hear trees, I can hear saffron falling
it is 3am, and the rest of the city is a clinched night
there are three of me –
standing on the loam tiled floor, a rushing river, or a swamp
there may be quicksand
I am waking as if
waiting for a stranger, or a demon

to make me an image that night swallows
make me an image of longing
or a brushstroke on canvas, awakening

00
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K A R E N

Self-Portrait As Insomniac

oil on linen 18”x22”

K A A P C K E
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JILL ALEXANDER ESSBAUM

Thirty-Three Mirrors, One Man
In this mirror a hole is like a heart.
In this one it isn’t.
In this one a third eye bats an alien lash.
In this mirror you lash out.
In this one a beggarman coughs up change.
In this one you comb your villain mustache.
The Red Baron bears magnetic north.
In this one you’ve a preference for redheads.
In this one you love that girl with a gappy smile.
Jesus has no hand in this.
Jesus holds his own hands of holes.
In this mirror a hole is like a hand.
A whole hand.
We may or may not have been married.
In this one you hide in an alcove.
In this one a series of prostitutes go missing.
In this one an alibi isn’t enough.
A steamboat sinks.
You are a child.
A child who changes names without permission.
In this one you say one thing but mean another.
And Hell below is in an uproar to meet you at your coming.
It stirs up demons for you.
In this one Hell is like a hole.
In this one Hell is always a hole.
A cataract eye sees but half.
In this one you pray for God, who rarely gets prayed for.
In this one we never meet, not even to part.
In this one you part your hair on the left.
In the one on the left, all is not lost.
In the one on the far left all is.
In this one nothing’s left.
Nothing is left but to leave and not look back.
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Saint Jill acrylic on wood

9”x12”

J .
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M A R I E - E L I Z A B E T H

Self-Portrait as Squid
She would change colors with her moods,
flash her eyes in the dark at what scared her.
On sunny days, she loved to be lavender, to turn
opalescent when the clouds rolled in. Brown
whenever she felt like it. When she went swimming,
she’d blend her belly-side to the light coming
through the water. If you looked up,
all you saw was dappled, rippling blue.
At the same time, she matched her back
to the depths, so if you searched for her
from the dock, all you saw was midnight.
She was an ace at hiding. Eventually she
no longer wanted to be alone. She wanted
to be found before the fear gnawing at her kidneys
developed a taste for her three greenish hearts.
One day a boy came along who wasn’t afraid
of her color changes, her bad hearing, her smooth
hairless skin, and long arms. She wanted badly
to let him in. But every time he’d get near her,
she’d cover him in ink. She’d go home and tear off
an arm in frustration, grow it back by morning.
Finally his mother, tired of having to buy him
new white shirts, forbade him to see her again.
She wished she could turn off the ink, but knew
it was impossible. She set off to find a friend elsewhere.
She traveled and traveled and traveled and still,
the same problem. After many years, she returned
and ran into the boy. By then, he’d been stained
by the world and wore only black. He still
loved her, all other girls too unidimensional.
Every now and then he’d have to remind her
not to squeeze too hard, not to bite him with her beak.
To let up a bit on the inking. But they were happy.
He had no problem with her need to be invisible most
of the day, as long as when night came, she’d wrap
herself around him in their gently rocking bed.
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Squid-Girl

oil on canvas 40”x30”

R O S E
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G E O F
208.
Self-Portrait
as a
Means of
Misdirection
(to Jason John)

H U T H

You don’t know me,
which is good. It allows you the possibility of objectivity.
Your view of me is not muddied by direct knowledge
of who I am or what I do. Only in this way
can you understand me.
We will move
through the progress of numbers
to the summation of self.
in the case of the first
eventhough, the trough, by troth, I move through&through
is tough to thought and oughs me naught but nought,
the bough that bows beyond the brace of two,
in heavyweight, a twelvemonth span expended, then snow
will now impress the weight below the wait for now to make
the winter bellow, in ice, like hollow echo’d hearts of men
after the fact of the second
a heart runs blood like water through the rusty pipes,
in the sense that night is always blackened into worry,
or ice in creeping crystals covers windows into foggy views
a heart could pause from feeling or from beating out its drops,
the blood could stream like data, or stop and eddy in the chest,
dream resembles sleep except it never leads to waking up
besides the reason for the third
something rises
within irises, either
color or the perception of color,
a purple spiking, regal,
raising its head,
its eye, up
to send, to see,
to gaze through
whatever it is
you are
beyond the tendency of the fourth
life is African more than otherwise,
meaning western in continental sentiment,
burgeon and surfeit beyond breaking belief:
a storm of termites battering out
the sun, against the jalousies, a storm sung
against the thought of daylight, and leaking
through the slats, puddle, that a pair
of insects could pair and burrow, to grow,
eventually a mound, a hill, a termitary,
a single organism, which, if wounded, would
reveal the writhing white
blood cells of its still motionless body
birds in weaving music and of nest,
of action in constant flow of song and flight,
the thrumming movement as the trees
sway in force of breeze and sunlight,
dropsical nests building
fledgling
balls of sound and certain flight
or through the fact of a step into a warm stream,
how the fluttering swim of leeches, flattened forth,
extends to each intended footstep, as an array of moving,
to take the blood by drop, and leave a fluke to grow,
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in each instance of living the secret
or secretion of death
through the expectation of the fifth
music isn’t made, but found,
as through my minor ear to the visible line,
the only effort possible as a denizen of the minor earth
in anticipation of the sixth
first of six in a set of eight,
born on the west, live on the east,
between as a sequence of 46 moves,
nine countries, four continents,
fifteen schools between kindergarten
and senior year, three schools
after that, married, two children,
fifty years of age and aging fast
but there is no-one in the facts of my life
within the boundary of the seventh
bound by snow
born by water
borne by water forth
come by air back
entrances entrance
exits require
tendency of a body asleep to wake
urgency of a body, urgency of a body

beyond the realm of the ninth
the feel of the muscle of the hand
of ink flowing
like blood through pen pipe
and out to the pages
in swoops and swaths
in dance, a swish through air, the sound
of sweeping, sense of slipping ink to fibers,
this permanent mark, a human record,
fact of blood and body’s bone,
evidence on the sheet of movement,
distraction, thought and crumble
thus the body carries its marks
as scars, a specialized form of writing
keloid, ropy and read down
the center of a chest, bisecting sternum
scar across the upper knuckle of the left index finger
from an errant whittle
thin cicatrix on the sole of the right foot,
exit incision for a large splinter
that rested in that padded flesh
for three months until the foot burst open
scars across the soft inside of my forearms
across the tendons at my wrists
smaller scars over the body
one so small under my eyebrow
I cannot even find it

slipping as if moving
filling as a body fills the air and with air

all this writing
all this writing over my body
the page of my body covered with
all of these words
telling so many muffled stories

hair left on a counter
hair curled in the shape of a nonexistent letter

for the purpose of the last and the least

character of light approaching sunset
character as the letter A walking through a play

eyes hazel
(so not of one color but various)

being as a state of perception
being as a state of inertia

hair brown
(default)

distance from
distance between

height average
weight optimal

in a way
swaying

nose broken
from a push down stairs at age two

with reason given for the eighth

head bald
bearded

in the right light, white
(as ice or frost or snow)
turns blue, maybe in
the color of an eye, the
reflection of the sky

hair otherwise
furring the body

the eye sees but only
through misdirection
nothing visible save
in light’s presences
and its various hues

big toe shorter
than the second toe

feet wide
fingers thin

like watching a word
on a page recollects
sounds of the true word
in flight not light
poetsandartists.com
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J O H N

The Big Fix

oil and wax on linen

10”x10”

B I O S
Ron Androla lives in Erie, Pennsylvania with his wife, Ann, who is also a
writer. He feels blessed by her caring existence & editorial skills. Both attended
Franconia College in the White Mountains of New Hampshire in 1975, & fell in love,
but life didn’t reunite them until 1998 by pure, universal magic. Ron has been writing
since the typewriter days of the ‘70’s, & his work was widely published in the
underground small press paper world well into the ‘90’s when the Internet
materialized under his fingers & poems went flying all over as electrons splashing the
molecular depths. Ron & Ann barely scrape by at the edge of Amerika as relatively
eccentric hermits in an old house along an old alley. Ron has two adult children, &
Ann has one. Their four grandchildren range in ages from 12 to 3. “We knew
freedom,” they agree, as children of the ‘50’s, ‘60’s, & some of the ‘70’s, “which is
something the generations to follow won’t know as we did.” Ron has one real bottom
tooth left in his mouth. He’s just realized he has written a lot of poems about teeth &
toothaches over the decades. Smile. His website is http://pressurepress.ning.com/

Millicent Borges Accardi,

a Portuguese-American poet,
is the author of three books: Injuring Eternity (World Nouveau), Woman on a Shaky
Bridge (Finishing Line Press chapbook), and Only More So (forthcoming Salmon
Press, Ireland 2012). She has won fellowships from the National Endowment for
the arts (NEA), the California Arts Council, Barbara Deming Foundation, Canto
Mundo, and Formby at the Special Collections Library at Texas Tech (researching
writer-activist Kay Boyle). Past artist residencies include Yaddo, Jentel, Vermont
Studio, Fundación Valparaíso in Mojacar and Milkwood in Cesky Krumlov.

Rusty Barnes grew up in
rural northern Appalachia and now
lives in Revere MA. You can find him
at www.friedchickenandcoffee.com/

Pris Campbell’s

Pauline

Aubey

aka
Poupée de Chair is a French portrait artist
with a degree in Arts and Letters.
Obsessed by everything pop, she started
with celebrity portraits before choosing to
draw personal works with a more specific
mood. Attracted by ambiguous feelings,
her main goal is to depict beauty in an
unexpected way, where the pretty and
the grotesque try to coexist. Her work is
displayed on her online gallery:
www.poupeedechair.deviantart.com and
available via Dreamscape Imaging.

poetry
has appeared in numerous journals
and anthologies including Chiron
Review, The Dead Mule, Wild Goose
Review, Boxcar Poetry Review and
Oranges & Sardines and been
featured poet in In The Fray,
Empowerment4Women and From
East to West. She has been
nominated three times for the
Pushcart Prize and has published five
collections of poetry, the most recent
being Sea Trails from Lummox Press
and The Nature of Attraction, with
Scott Owens, from Main Street Rag
Press. Formerly a Clinical Psychologist
she has been sidelined by ME/CFS
since 1990. She lives in the Greater
West Palm Beach, Florida.

Peter Ciccariello is a
New England artist, poet, and
photographer working with visual
metaphor and allegorical memes.
He is currently fascinated with the
innate tension between image and
word and has been experimenting
with how both can and often do
transcend to the level of the
poetic.

Howard Camner

is the
author of 16 poetry books and the
autobiography Turbulence at 67 Inches.
During his years in New York Camner
was the featured performer with the
West End Poetry Troupe and a founding
member of the West Side Literary
Outlaws. Broadway Magazine touted his
poetry performances as “a Chaplinesque
street character with a lot on his mind”.
His works are housed in the national
libraries of Spain, Japan, India, China,
France, Ireland, Russia and Greece,
prominent university libraries worldwide,
ten U.S. historical archives and several
royal libraries throughout Great Britain,
including the Victoria Library of
Buckingham Palace and the Royal
Society of Literature Poetry Collection.
Camner’s work has appeared in
numerous anthologies and literary
journals internationally for over 35 years.
He has received several awards for his
work including the first annual MiPo
Coat Hanger Award (2004), the Fine Arts
Press Poetry Award (1988), and was
named Poet of the Year for 2007 in the
New Times “Best of Miami” readers’ poll
edition. He was nominated for Poet
Laureate of Florida in 1980, the Jack
Kerouac Literary Prize (1991), the Poets
Hall of Fame (2002), and was inducted
into the Homer Honor Society of
International Poets (1992) and the
Parnassus of World Poets (1994). The
cable TV comedy talk show he created
and hosted in the 1980s “Life is a Four
Letter Word” is housed in the Library of
American Broadcasting and the UCLA
Film & Television Archive. Camner lives in
Miami with his wife and children.

Stephen Cefalo

Born in Nurnburg, Germany to American parents,
grew up in several small towns in the midwest and on the east coast. Stephen
was introduced to oils as a child by his aunt Marilyn, an accomplished realist
painter. Fascinated by historical paintings in his schoolbooks, his mother bought
him art supplies books on figure drawing.
During his undergraduate studies at the former Savannah Campus of the
School of Visual Arts he found mentors in Jeff Markowsky and Anthony Palliser.
When SVA Savannah closed its doors in 1997, he was already married with his first
child, and moved to the main campus in New York. There he studied with one of
his heroes, Steven Assael, and Max Ginsburg. After graduation he continued to
study privately with Assael while working in Soho as an assistant painter for Jeff
Koons and later in Time Square as an in-house illustrator at Nickelodeon. In 2001
he decided to move back to Indiana and completed his graduate studies in
Painting in 2004 at Indiana University in Bloomington. There he worked closely
Bonnie Sklarski, who also became a mentor figure to him.
After teaching for two years at the Art academy of Cincinnati, he accepted an
offer for a three-year position as Artist in Residence for University of Arkansas at
Little Rock’s Painting department. He lives and works in Little Rock, Arkansas with
his wife Amy, who is a home birth midwife and six children.

Alison Cherry

is an artist who specializes in figurative painting and
portraiture. Born and raised in London, Ontario, she studied fine art at H.B Beal’s
BealArt vocational school before going on to graduate from the Ontario College
of Art and Design, where she earned her BDes Bachelors Degree in Illustration.
Currently focused on further exploring her craft and developing her body of
work, Cherry continues to pursue both her design and fine art practice. Her work
has been shown in galleries and group exhibits both locally and internationally,
and she has also produced commissioned work for private collections. Her most
recent work focuses on personal themes of passion, desire and strength. These
paintings are dynamic studies of the beauty and the frivolity of physical
ornamentation, which serve as a contrast to her more intimate and powerful
depictions of the nude figure.
Alison Cherry currently lives and works in Toronto, Canada.

Dirk Dzimirsky is a self-taught artist, born 1969 in Rhede, Germany.
Since his first solo show in 2009 in Germany his work has been internationally
exhibited and appeared in many publications worldwide. www.dzimirsky.com

Jill Alexander
Essbaum’s most
recent publication is the single
poem
chapbook,
The
Devastation (Cooper Dillon,
2009). She teaches in the
UCR
Palm
Desert
low
residency MFA program.

Richard J Frost’s self-described
style is “tweaked realism” or “Norman Rockwell
meets the Twilight Zone,” which is a fairly deft
description of how Frost reimagines his subjects.
Frost is fascinated by faces which tell a story and
lists a dysfunctional family as well as hitch hiking
as a part of his educational experience and
influence.
A graduate of Otis Parsons Art Institute, Frost
lives and works in Los Angeles.

Grady

Harp

is
a
champion of Representational Art in
the roles of curator, lecturer, panelist,
writer of art essays, poetry, critical
reviews of literature, art and music,
and as a gallerist. He has presented
premiere artists from throughout the
world for such exhibitions as WADE
REYNOLDS: Full Circle Retrospective,
BODY LANGUAGE: Current Figurative
Painters, INDOMITABLE SPIRITS: The
Figure at the End of the Century and
MEMENTO MORI: Contemporary Still
Life. He has produced exhibitions for
the Arnot Art Museum in New York,
Fresno Museum of Art, Nevada
Museum of Art, National Vietnam
Veterans Art Museum in Chicago, and
Cleveland State University Art Gallery
and has served as a contributing
artistic advisor for universities and
colleges throughout California, in
Berlin, the Centro Cultural de Conde
Duque in Madrid, and in Oslo. From
1996 - 1998 his collaborative
exhibition, WAR SONGS: Metaphors
in Clay and Poetry from the Vietnam
Experience toured the United States.
He has provided chapters and
Introductions to numerous books
such as the recent POWERFULLY
BEAUTIFUL and 100 ARTISTS OF
THE MALE FIGURE . He is the art
reviewer for Poets & Artists magazine
and is the art historian for The Art of
Man quarterly journal. His poetry
appears in VIETNAM: REFLEXES AND
REFLECTIONS, The National Vietnam
Veterans Art Museum, in Poets and
Artists Journal in collaborative projects
such as Self Portrait Issue 2009 of
Poets and Artists (O&S), 50/50: Words
and Images for Didi Menéndez,
Interview with Didi Menéndez 2008
MiPOesias, and as well as Poetry: The
First 10 Years of the New Millenium in
Goss183::CASA Menéndez.

Kristy Gordon

is an internationally exhibiting fine artist. Born in
Nelson, British Columbia, she has earned numerous awards, including the Elizabeth
Greenshields Foundation Grant, a Merit Award from Daniel Greene in the Salon
International 2009, and Best of Show in the National Art Premier, Illinois. She has
been featured in a number of magazines, publications, and television shows,
including Southwest Art’s Emerging Artist: 21 Under 31 and Bravo!’s Star Portraits.
Her paintings hang in more than 400 collections worldwide, including the
Government of Ontario Art Collection. She currently resides in Toronto, Canada.

F. Scott Hess was born 1955 in Baltimore, Maryland, and grew up in a

small Wisconsin town. He received a Bachelor of Science in Art from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison (1977). Attracted by the dark tone and intense
psychological content of the Austrian capital, Hess attended the Vienna Academy
of Fine Arts from 1979 to 1984. In 1979 Hess had his first solo exhibition in
Vienna, quickly followed by exhibitions in Austria, Germany and France. In 1981
he received one of Austria’s most prestigious awards for artists, the Theodor
Koerner Award. In 1984 Hess moved to his current home of Los Angeles and in
1985 had his first American solo exhibition, followed by of over one hundred group
and solo exhibitions, including venues in Europe, Asia, and the Middle East. His
work is included in the public collections of the Los Angeles County Museum of
Art, Orange County Museum of Art, Oakland Museum, San Jose Museum of Art,
and the Smithsonian Institute, among others. In 1990 he received a Western
States Art Federation award, and in 1991 a J. Paul Getty Fellowship and a
National Endowment for the Arts Visual Arts Fellowship. F. Scott Hess is
represented by Hirschl and Adler Modern in New York and Koplin Del Rio Gallery
in Los Angeles. See his work at: scotthess.openmuseum.org

Geof Huth’s

The scope of
poetic production includes handdrawn
and computer-generated visual poems
(some of them wordless), one-word
poems,
extemporaneous
poems
recorded in the act of living, and
poems performed in a language that
doesn’t exist with melodies created as
the audience listens. For this year, the
year that he is fifty years of age, he is
writing each day a poem that is also a
letter to someone he knows. He mails
each poem out to its intended
recipient and posts it to a blog entitled
365 ltrs. He writes almost daily on
visual poetry and the textual
imagination at his blog, dbqp:
visualizing poetics. His latest book is
ntst: the collected pwoermds of geof
huth, a book of 775 one-word poems.
http://dbqp.blogspot.com/

William Lazos

is a
Toronto based artist. He had his
second solo show in Toronto this year
and was in the Art Chicago Fair and
the Armory Show in New York recently.
His paintings can be found in
numerous collections in north Anerica
and Europe and his murals across
Canada.

Marie-Elizabeth Mali

Born

1964,

Amy

Columbus

Ohio,

Huddleston

lives and works in Seattle, Washington
with her husband and children. Her
primary medium is Acrylic. Influences
include, but are not limited to the
Nabis,
Illustration,
Formalism,
Expressionism and portraiture. View
more work and information at http://
amyhuddleston.com/

Jason John’s

work had
been exhibited at the Bowery
Gallery’s juried exhibition in New York,
NY, The Torpedo Factory’s exhibition
‘In the Flesh II’, and Zhou Brother’s
Art Space in Chicago. Jason has
been affiliated with Arcadia Gallery in
New York, NY and is currently
represented by The Principle Gallery
in Alexandria, VA. Jason’s work can
also be seen at the Mark Gallery in
Englewood, NJ and Gallery M2 in
Houston, TX.
Recent exhibitions
include ‘Life Essentials’ at Art Basel
Miami with Gallery Art Whino, Skotia
Gallery’s Realism invitational in Santa
Fe and Copro Gallery group exhibition
in Los Angeles through curator Jon
Beinart.
Publications include the
covers of Art Calendar, Blue Canvas
Magazine, and PoetsArtists.
www.thebroadstreetstudio.com

is the author of Steady, My Gaze
(Tebot Bach, 2011) and serves as co-curator for louderARTS: the Reading Series
and the Page Meets Stage reading series, both in New York City. For more
information, please visit www.memali.com

After completing a Masters degree in
Philosophy,
studied classical painting and drawing
techniques at the Ecole Albert Defois with in
France, at the Art Student’s League
and National Academy of Design in New
York City.
Karen’s work merges classical painting
techniques with a distinctly contemporary
perspective.
Recently, she has been
exploring the figure in environments, how
various kinds of spaces including the space
of the picture plane, effect the psychology
of the figure – with her narratives at times
hinting at feminist, spiritual or historical
ideas. Her work has an intensely intimate
feeling, yet always interacts with the viewer
on many formal levels as well.
Karen has won numerous awards for her
work, most recently Honorable Mention at
the Portrait Society of America, and is
represented in many private collections.
Publications include: Poets & Artists
Magazine, American Arts Quarterly,
American Artist, The Artist’s Magazine, and
International Artist Magazine.
Recent
important shows include the Butler Institute
of American Art’s Midear Exhibition,
Fontbonne University’s ‘Figure Now’
exhibition and inclusion in the past two
Biennial: Contemporary American Realism
exhibitions at the Fort Wayne Museum of
Art.
She has taught for several years at
Parsons School of Design, the Crosby
Street Painting Studio, and offers
workshops and private and small group
lessons out of her studio and in France.
She currently maintains homes both in
Harlem, New York City and in France where
she studied, and where she returns each
summer with her family. Please visit her
website
at
http://
www.karenkaapcke.weebly.com

Karen Kaapcke

Daniel Maidman

was born in 1975 in Toronto, Canada. He has attended life drawing workshops 2-3 times
a week since 1998. He also spent two years working on an anatomical atlas based on human cadaver dissections in which
he participated at Santa Monica College, under the guidance of Dr. Margarita Dell. He moved to New York in 2006. His
current paintings range from the figure and portraiture to still lives, machines, and cityscapes.
His work has been shown in juried shows at galleries in New York, Ohio, Missouri, California, and Oregon. He has been
invited to show at Gallery Mess, the restaurant of the Saatchi Gallery in London, England. He has been a finalist in The Artist’s
Magazine’s figurative painting competition (2009, 2010), and his paintings and writing on art have been published by
ARTnews, American Art Collector, International Artist, SUNY-Potsdam, and the blogging section of http://artistdaily.com/ , the
online presence of American Artist magazine. His work is included in numerous private collections.
Daniel Maidman’s other interests include writing and filmmaking.

Robert Masterson

is an award-winning writer, editor and
teacher and the author of Artificial Rats & Electric Cats (Camber Press,
2008) and Trial by Water (Dog Running Wild Press, 1982), Masterson’s
creative work has appeared in numerous publications and on numerous
websites throughout the world.
Masterson’s teaching has taken him to the People’s Republic of
China and penal institutions. He received the 1987 Creative Writing
Fellowship from the University of New Mexico and the first Ted Berrigan
Scholarship from the Naropa Institute in Boulder, Colorado, in 1993.
An English professor at the City University of New York’s Borough
of Manhattan Community College campus, Masterson holds both a BA
and an MA (with distinction) in English Literature from the University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque; an MFA from Naropa University’s Jack Kerouac
School of Disembodied Poetics; and a weird little academic certificate from
Shaanxi Normal University in the People’s Republic of China.

Eloy Morales

was born in
Madrid in 1973 and received a Bachelor of
Fine Arts in 1998. He had his first show at
the age of 15, and has been professionally
dedicated to art since he was 20. He has
shown his work throughout America and
Europe on different group shows and art fairs
such as ARCO, ART PARIS, ARTISSIMA,
CIGE, LOOP, ARTE FIERA, ARTEXPO,
among others. He received the Pinturerias
Award in 1994 and Penagos Award in 1999.
He has presented five solo shows in Spain.
He is currently working with Espacio Nolde,
Ansorena, Santiago Echeberria and Jorge
Alcolea. http://eloymorales.jimdo.com/

Sawako Nakayasu was born in Japan and has lived mostly in the US

since the age of six. Her books include Texture Notes (Letter Machine Editions, 2010), Hurry
Home Honey (Burning Deck, 2009), Nothing fictional but the accuracy or arrangement (she,
(Quale Press, 2005), and So we have been given time Or, (Verse Press, 2004). Books of
translations include Time of Sky//Castles in the Air by Ayane Kawata (Litmus Press, 2010)
and For the Fighting Spirit of the Walnut by Takashi Hiraide (New Directions, 2008) which won
the 2009 Best Translated Book Award from Three Percent, as well as Four From Japan
(Litmus Press / Belladonna Books, 2006) featuring four contemporary poets, and To the Vast
Blooming Sky (Seeing Eye Books), a chapbook of poems by the Japanese modernist Chika
Sagawa. Her translation of Sagawa’s Collected Poems is forthcoming in 2013 from Canarium
Books. She has received fellowships from the NEA and PEN, and her own work has been
translated into Japanese, Norwegian, Swedish, Arabic, Chinese, and Vietnamese. More
information can be found here: http://sawakonakayasu.net/

Lindsay Oncken

is a
17-year-old student, born and bred in
Houston, Texas. Her creative writing
has appeared in Pindeldyboz, PANK,
The Blue Pencil Online, and Poets &
Artists, and she was recently nominated
for a Pushcart Prize.

Daniela Petrova

is a
New York-based writer, born and raised
in communist Bulgaria. Her poems,
essays, and short stories have
appeared in magazines, newspapers,
and anthologies, including Best New
Writing 2008 (Hopewell Publications,
2008), The Chaffin Journal, The Yellow
Medicine Review, and the Portland
Review. She is currently working on a
collection of poems and a novel. She
was the Wild Card winner at the Peter
K. Hixson Annual Competition and was
awarded honorable mention in the
Annual
Writer’s
Digest
Writing
Competition.

David Ohlerking was born in Omaha, Nebraska in 1962.

He
went to elementary school in Cainta Rizal, Philippines. High school was at
the International School of Brussels in Belgium. College was at Southwest
Missouri State University back when they called it that. He started the Austin
Figurative Gallery/ Project with Chris Chappell in 2006, and the Doylestown
Figurative Project in 2010. He is a student of Alex Kanevsky and follows Richard
Diebenkorn’s rules he wrote for himself on starting a painting. He maintains
working collaborations with Ellen Bartel of Spankdance and poets, Helen Vitoria
and Robert Masterson. His artwork is in a number of galleries in PA, NJ, and NY.
And his artwork was used for the album cover for the Canadian band Rural
Alberta Advantage. He spent 2010 painting 15 minute portraits on the street.
More than 5000 people stood for those portraits. He currrently works in
Philadelphia and Doylestown, PA.

Judith Peck has made it her life’s work to paint about the history and

healing of social injustice. More than just a painter, she is an advocate – raising
awareness through each and every brushstroke. Her work has been exhibited in
venues nationwide, including the International Arts & Artists’ Hillyer Arts Space in
Washington, D.C., the Center for Civil and Human Rights in Atlanta, GA and the
Rhonda Schaller Studio in New York City. Her work has also been featured in a
numerous publications, such as Ori Soltes’ book, The Ashen Rainbow, the San
Francisco City Concert Opera Orchestra’s announcement for “Die Weisse Rose”
and the John Rawls’ Theory of Justice conference announcement for the College
of New Jersey.
In December 2010 she participated in Red Dot Art Fair in Miami, Florida and
will be featured in an upcoming article in, “Poets and Artists Magazine”. Judith
Peck holds a degree in Fine Arts from the George Washington University in
Washington, D.C.

PF Potvin

teaches writing, serves as
a faculty consultant for the Writing Center, and
chairs the Writing Awards at the University of
Michigan-Dearborn. He is the author of The
Attention Lesson (No Tell Books). His poetry
and fiction have appeared in Boston Review,
Born Magazine, Pank, MiPOesias, No Tell
Motel, An Introduction to the Prose Poem, and
elsewhere. His manuscripts have been finalists
for the New Issues Press Competition and the
Poetry Center Prize. Potvin has received
residency scholarships from the Vermont
Studio Center and Casa Libre en la Solana.
He has run marathons and ultramarathons in
Iceland, Germany, New Zealand, and
throughout the U.S.A. Spy him at
www.pfpotvin.com

Peter Ramos’

poems have
appeared or will appear in Painted Bride
Quarterly, Indiana Review, Mississippi Review,
elimae and Puerto del Sol. He is the author of
one book of poetry, Please Do Not Feed the
Ghost (BlazeVox Books, 2008), and two
chapbooks: Watching Late-Night Hitchcock &
Other Poems (handwritten press 2004), and
Short Waves (White Eagle Coffee Store Press
2003).

Fernando Rosas was born in
Mendoza, Argentina, the 23rd of April of 1976.
He completed his studies at the Provincial
School of Fine Arts, graduating in 1995 as a
Fine Arts Teacher. Since 1992, he has
individually and regularly shown his
creations in Mendoza, Buenos Aires, Rosario,
Venado Tuerto (Santa Fe) y Santiago de Chile.
He takes part in both
collective and individual exhibitions. His work
comprises mainly painting, but drawing and
sculpture are not beyond the grasp of his
interests. Some of his works are already part
of private collections in the USA, Mexico,
Thailand, Ireland, Holland, and Argentina.

Angelique Moselle Price is an artist based out of
Nashville, Tennessee. Creating art about people and their inspirational
traits, she captures the essence of what makes humanity interesting and
unique. In addition to portraiture, she creates characters out of her
imagination that play out ideals and dreams she has for herself and others.
People and their intriguing nature is the central theme throughout her
work.
Angelique exhibits her originals, prints and clothing all over the world.
She has been published in various art magazines including “Poets and
Artists”, “Tattoos for Women”, “American Art Collector” and “International
Tattoo.” Moreover, she has been featured various times on the Juxtapoz,
Red Bubble, Deviant Art, and Barebrush websites and won the artist
website competition for Mosaicglobe.com.
Price’s heart is as big as her talent. She consistantly contributes to
charities to raise awareness and money for various causes. Some of
these include, “Artrageous”, “Holly Street Rocks”, and “Moonbears.org.
She has been a part of local charities for her repairing her city after the
flood, sponsering Afghan women, and various Cancer Benefits.
Angelique was born in Broken Bow, Nebraska in 1978. She attended
13 schools by graduation and settled down in Nashville where she still
resides. She studied fine art at Belmont University and Watkins College of
Art and Design. She also studied, and became a tattoo artist in 2005.
Price has created a large body of work done entirely in markers. She
has mastered this medium with remarkable skill resulting in an energetic
and riveting execution. She has invented a method that makes her work
stand out in its originality and vibrancy. Her art is a feast for the eyes and
a mystery in it’s methodical essence.

Nadine Robbins

absorbed her mother’s French influence, spending much of
The daughter of a gifted artist,
her childhood painting in the land of Picasso & Matisse. After returning to the U.S. & receiving her BFA at the age of 20, she
worked at Citibank’s communications & Chase Manhattan Bank’s marketing divisions in NYC. Nadine was an integral part of
the award-winning design team that redeveloped Citibank’s international identity.
Utilizing this experience, Nadine founded Namaro Graphics developing & leveraging communications for Fortune 100 &
nonprofits. Namaro received more than 50 design awards for her work from organizations such as Creativity, the American
Graphic Design Association, Art Direction magazine, & The Big Book of Logos. In addition, she has been published in various
publications including American Corporate Identity, Creativity, & GD USA.
Her background in design & photography has led her back to painting & to her current focus on portraits with a touch of
humor. There is an intimacy with her subjects that is unique which reveals much about their inner aspect.
Nadine’s current project is a series of life-size paintings called “8 portrait Peaces.” Each painting starts with an interview
of select subjects & sets the stage for the concept & spontaneous moment that is used for the photography she works from.
The entire process is documented on her blog that is devoted to her emerging new career.
In 2010, one of the portraits from this series “The Rolling Buns” was accepted in the Royal Society of Portrait Painters’
annual show in London & another “Acacia & the Bowman” was accepted for the same 2011 show.
Nadine’s art has been recognized & shown in group shows in NY at The Arts Society of Kingston, The Art Guild of
Manhasset, The Gallery Mona Lisa, & The Woodstock Artist Association Museum, The Brill Gallery in North Adams, MA & in
London at the Mall Galleries. Her work has also been featured in publications such as Poets and Artists, Roll Magazine,
InsideOut & The Times Herald-Record.

Abbas Saffari is the author of six volumes
of poetry (1992-2010) in his native language, Farsi. He
holds numerous awards and prizes for his work. His
narrative poem, “Our Story” (2003) was translated into
English and published by Words Without Borders (Bard
College) and also by the college text book, Literature,
The Human Experience, (Boston: 2006-2009 editions).
English translations of his poetry appear in the Pen
Anthology of Contemporary Iranian Literature, Strange
Times My Dear (New York: Arcade Publishing, 2005)
and various publications (Rattapallax, The Literary
Review, & Circumference). Mr. Saffari is also a
translator and published two volumes of translated
poetry in Tehran: “Ancient Egyptian Love Poems” and
“The Japanese Poetry of Izumi Shikibu and Lady
Komachi”. His latest book, The Alley of the Red
Lanterns, (Tehran, Morvarid, 2011) is a translation of
ancient Chinese poetry, pre 5 A.D., and will be released
this April in Tehran. abbassaffar@verizon.net

Alex Schmidt

graduated from Columbia
College Chicago with a poetry B.A., and currently
attends Queens University of Charlotte, in route to
attaining an MFA in Creative Writing/Poetry. He just
moved a year ago to Charlotte from Chicago (where he
was born and raised). He is also a long time (and fulltime) employee of Trader Joe’s, circa 2003. Other
poems of his have been published in Buffalo Carp Vol.
6 and Artists/Poets Issue #23.

William Rose,

a figurative/portrait artist from
Kansas who works primarily in oil and charcoal, is
garnering considerable national attention as one of a select
group of very talented representational figurative artists
painting today. Following creative bursts in music and
writing, he nearly stumbled across a talent – which quickly
became a passion –for drawing and painting. A steady
stream of requests for figurative and portrait work from
many local and high-profile national collectors soon
followed, including representation by multiple fine art
galleries.
In addition to appearing in a wide range of national
publications and juried shows – including covers for
American Artist Magazine and Poets & Artists –William
produced all of the artwork for a new film associated with
the Eastwoods in Carmel about a teenage art prodigy. His
artwork has recently been featured in national art
competitions including Artist Magazine’s “‘The Year’s Best
Art”,
American Artist Magazine’s 70th Anniversary
Competition, International Artist Magazine’s 2009 Annual
competition and the art quarterly, Blue Canvas. His work
will be featured this fall in the book “‘Strokes of Genius”
and this year his work was chosen for the re-designed
cover of the Strathmore 400 Series drawing pads. This
November, William will have his first major solo Museum
exhibit at the prestigious Albrecht-Kemper Museum of Art.
www.williamroseart.com

Victoria Selbach

adds a new work to
her nude self portrait series. Discussing Victorias work,
Pat Rogers writes, “The paintings capture the beauty of
the body cloaked in shadow and layers of light. Angles
created by the body’s position, or by slashing shadows,
feature prominently. The patterns and visuals created
are important compositional elements. So is the implied
narrative, the situation and the imagined life of the
subject.” Victorias work can be viewed at
www.victoriaselbach.com and is currently on view at
the Richard J. Demato Gallery in NY.
http://www.rjdgallery.com/artists/victoria-selbach

Coleen Shin’s work has been previously
published at MiPOesias, PoetsArtists, and many other
online and print publications.

R Jay Slais always makes time to write from
his home in Romeo Michigan while raising his two kids
as a single parent and earning a living as an engineer/
inventor for a Metro Detroit automotive supplier. He’s
the author of Mice Verses Man, a chapbook published
by Big Table Publishing in January 2010.

Born in Detroit, Michigan, a lifelong interest in art became the grounds for
pursuit of a career in the fashion industry. Over time she
became progressively more concerned with the commoditization of beauty, the
industry’s emphasis on physical perfection and society’s obsession with achieving
this standard. Soon she was unable to decipher if her work in fashion was
empowering or if it was contributing to a growing contemporary problem.
In 2001, Terri decided to give up her 15- year career in fashion and pursue an art
degree. She graduated from Corcoran College of Art & Design with honors in 2004.
Influenced by the work of artists like Cindy Sherman, Douglas Gordon, Jenny Saville,
Marc Quinn, Jeff Koons and Vanessa Beecroft, Terri’s work with large-scale,
cinematic painting, sculpture, photography and video challenges preconceptions
about beauty, femininity and sexuality and explores how the utopian promises of the
media both feed and reconcile anxieties about the self. Her work has been shown in
multiple group and solo exhibitions throughout the country. The artist is represented
by Lyons Wier Gallery in Chelsea, New York and she currently lives and works in
Austin, Texas. www.territhomasart.com

Terri Thomas’

Ken Taylor

lives and writes
in North Carolina. His poems have
appeared or are forthcoming in The
Chattahoochee Review, The Stony
Thursday Book, The Fish Anthology,
elimae, MiPOesias, Whale Sound,
Eclectica Magazine, The New Guard,
Red River Review and OCHO. He is
the winner of the 2011 Fish Publishing
Poetry Prize.

Emma Trelles is the author of Tropicalia (University of Notre Dame

Press, 2011), winner of the Andres Montoya Poetry Prize, and the chapbook Little
Spells (GOSS183, 2008). She has been a featured author at the O, Miami Poetry
Festival, the Miami Book Fair International, and the Palabra Pura Series at the Guild
Literary Complex in Chicago. Her work has appeared in the 2010 Best of the Net
Anthology, The Rumpus, Verse Daily, Gulf Stream, 3:AM Magazine, MiPOesias, the
Miami Herald, Newsday, the Palm Beach ArtsPaper, and Organica. “Courage and the
clock” is a phrase adapted from Tender Buttons, by Gertrude Stein. For more, visit
http://www.emmatrelles.com/

Marc Vincenz

was born in Hong Kong to Swiss-British parents during
the height of the Cultural Revolution. Later, he lived and worked in Shanghai for many
years. More recently, he moved to Iceland where he works as a freelance journalist,
poet, translator and literary critic. He is Poetry and Non-fiction Editor for the
international webzine Mad Hatters’ Review. Recent poems have appeared or are
forthcoming in Spillway, Poetry Salzburg Review, Poets & Artists, Nth Position,
Lantern Review, MiPOesias, elimae and Inertia. His poems are regularly featured at
October Babies. A poetry chapbook, Upholding Half the Sky, was published by
GOSS183: Casa Menendez (2010). A new chapbook, The Propaganda Factory, is to
be released by The Argotist ebooks later this year.

Helen Vitoria lives and writes
in Effort PA. Her work can be found and is
forthcoming in over fifty online and print
journals
including:
elimae,
PANK,
MudLuscious
Press,
>kill
author,
MiPOesias, Commonline, FRIGG Magazine
and Dark Sky Magazine. Her chapbooks:
The Sights & Sounds of Arctic Birds and
Random Cartography Notes are both
available as e-chaps from Gold Wake
Press, 2011. She has been thrice
nominated for Best New Poets Anthology
2010. She is completing her first full length
collection: Corn Exchange. Find her here:
http://helenvitoria-lexis.blogspot.com/

Debbie Yee’s

poems have
appeared in 32 Poems, Fence, OCHO and The
Best American Poetry 2009, among others.
She is a recipient of a 2011 grant in literary arts
from the San Francisco Arts Commission. A
Kundiman fellow and graduate of U.C.
Berkeley, Debbie lives in San Francisco where
she is in-house legal counsel for one of the
national banks and periodically teaches writing
and printmaking classes. Find her at http://
linocat.com/ .

Bryan Willette was born
in 1965 in Paducah Ky and grew up in
mid Michigan. He graduated from the
University of the Arts in Philadelphia in
1988. While in Collage he worked as
an apprentice for two stained glass
studios, Morgan Bockius Studio and
then Beyer Studio where he remains to
this day. Willette’s work life is divided
into two shifts. A day shift at Beyer
Studio, designing and fabricating
stained glass windows with liturgical
subjects for Churches and a night
shift, where he produces oil paintings
and stained glass windows of a darker
more personal nature. His current
work reflects his interest in the mystical
and arcane religious subjects.
Willette’s work has been shown in
galleries in Philadelphia and Toledo
Ohio. He has been featured in Stained
Glass Quarterly, The Philadelphia
Inquirer and the Philadelphia Daily
News.
Bryan Willette’s stained glass
work is installed in Churches through
out the mid Atlantic states, Texas,
Florida, Mississippi and Alabama.
Bryan Willette lives and works in
relative obscurity, outside Philadelphia,
with his beautiful wife and two children.
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